
John Hall Memorial Award
 
Alan Holland :-
Alan attended his first event in 1985 became involved in the 1985 and 1986 Relay teams 
 
Alan first appeared at Saltbush Orienteering event in 1985 I think where his brother enticed him to 
have a go at orienteering at Dinosaur Ridge and then becoming a regular participant in events such 
as 1985 and 1986 Relay teams and EPC events against Pt. Lincoln. 
In 1987 he entered the State Champs held on the new map of Wilpena Creek, which was the EPC 
also, then to Lincoln for the Relays.
 
Now a regular at local events around Whyalla, including EPC and Relays each year. In 1989 he 
became involved in running the club by becoming the club Treasurer for the next few years. 
In this time he helped in building our club trailer, then in 1990 the building of our club Shed and 
laying the shed concrete floor and then concrete paving around the shed.
 
After running events and being involved in running the club for a number of years he then took up 
the challenge of map making. 
Then came the computer era of digital map making which he gradually picked up working with his 
neighbour Ken Thompson. 
When Ken retired from school teaching and moving to Adelaide, the small number of amateur 
computer map makers struggled on with outside help until Alan became one of the leaders in this 
field understanding the program to a high degree and helped others who had learnt the art of "O" 
Cad" map making. 
When these people left the club Alan took over building a new map of "Salt Creek" map from scratch
and with no Ortho-grametry to work with (we did this one on the cheap) and walking the area with a
couple of GPS's to gain grid heights at 50m centres which he was able to integrate these with the aid
of Google Earth to compose map contours and vegetation. He then had to Geo-reference this 
information to the map and true magnetic North for more accuracy of the map. This involved many, 
many hours of work by Alan including a number of trips site testing the area plus upgrading after 
proving for a couple of events. 

Alan went on to fully upgrade most of our library of maps both black & white and colour, including 
Mt. Laura, Cheeseboard Hill, False Bay, 4 Town maps, Wild Dog Hill, Moonabie Range, Moonabie 
North (recently redrawn in colour by Kevin Vigar but not Geo-referenced), Moonabie West, Hidden 
Valley (another big upgrade job), Corunna Gap, Katunga and Casuarina Ridge. 
Currently he is working on a new area in the Corunna Hills to build our map numbers after the Army 
took seven of our maps without compensation. 

Therefore, I acknowledge great effort in advancing both our local and state advancement in our 
sport of Orienteering. 
“A Quiet Achiever” for our club. 
 
Regards Adrian Watson
(Member since 1979)



12 November 2021

Hi Greg.

The following is my attempt at accounting Alan Holland’s contribution to our Orienteering efforts.

Re mapping:

New maps

Conversion of B&W maps

Alan has assisted me with all events which I have been responsible for organising on colour maps, 
since the advent of OCAD.

Dependence on Alan’s assistance with pre-event map changes – particularly for alterations to 
vegetation boundaries.

Dependence on Alan for the down load of waypoints from GARMIN GPS – this particularly so in the 
last 10 years or so as I started to use the GPS for recording map changes and control points.

I cannot remember when OCAD-10 was purchased by the Club, but with version 10 software, the 
number of user accounts was restricted to two computers.  Alan took on the responsibility of 
keeping the ‘master maps’, i.e. the latest updates.  I continued to use OCAD-9, but reliant on Alan to 
import waypoints via OCAD-10; Alan then saves the info into OCAD-9 format before returning to me.

The evolving situation over time:

Increasing number of colour OCAD maps – new map areas and conversion of B&W maps.

Increasing use of colour OCAD maps for events – virtually all events use colour maps now.

Progression from OCAD- 9 to OCAD-10 – additional features with OCAD-10

Centralised repository of master maps with latest changes – consequence of OCAD-10

Committee Person:

Level headed member of the Committee – providing a balanced and practical perspective to 
deliberations – delivered in a quiet and calm way.

Events:

I trust JP has vetted the records

Various O-training for students at St Teresa’s School

All the above words seems thin and inadequate to express the appreciation of Alan’s quiet 
contribution of many hours of OCAD mapping and map updates.  And that is independent of running
normal events.

JB 12 November 2021


